
Harlequin Corporate Finance helps Fran Edwards find
the perfect acquisition partner for Dataflow

Henley-on-Thames September 8th 2011.Harlequin Corporate Finance is pleased to
announce the completion of the sale of 100% of the Share Capital of Dataflow
Communications Ltd to Nine Telecom Group

Speaking about the acquisition, Fran Edwards, the former owner of Dataflow said, “I
believe I have found the perfect acquisition partner for Dataflow, in the Nine Telecom
Group, and in James Palmer. Dataflow’s future and growth is assured, allowing it to
continue to provide the same quality service to its clients, retain all of its staff and
focus on development of the Cascade WEB billing system, but now with the backing
and support of a much larger and very successful group.”

Commenting on the deal, James Palmer, CEO of Nine Telecom explained, “Whilst
we are very proud of the Billie billing platform we acquired two years ago via our
purchase of Club Communications, the platform itself was not capable of being
developed to provide some of the functionality we now see as important for the future
of the independent reseller. We therefore had two options; we could start from
scratch and develop a new solution, or we could look at the best solutions already in
the marketplace and make an acquisition. Having reviewed the marketplace over the
last twelve months, we believe that with Dataflow, and in particular their web based
“Cascade” billing solution, we have found the right platform for our resellers.”

This deal represents a significant investment for Nine Telecom Group – not just the
substantial sum paid for the business, but also as a result of our plans to invest and
further develop the solution. We also believe this will give existing Dataflow
customers some key advantages over the coming years, with particular focus on the
Customer Relationship Management features of the platform.

We plan to increase the size of the development team and are pleased to confirm
that all the existing Dataflow staff will be staying with the business, which will
continue to operate from its existing base in Wells.”

Ian Freeman who led the deal at Harlequin Corporate Finance commented:
''We were delighted to help find the right investor for Dataflow who will be able to
develop the business and at the same time secure an excellent deal for Fran
Edwards”.

# Ends#



About Harlequin

Harlequin is a Corporate Finance Consultancy based in Henley-on-Thames, UK. It
was established in 1999 and as an organisation has significant experience working
for private companies like Edge Telecom and Mediaburst. Ian Freeman prior to
setting up Harlequin worked for multinational corporations including Black & Decker
and Vodafone as well as in a VC backed MBO, Sterry Group.

Harlequin delivers a variety of corporate finance services to a diverse and expanding
customer base. Harlequin Corporate Finance is dedicated to searching, securing and
unlocking value for entrepreneurs
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